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The classical theory of the Weierstrass transform is extended to a generalized
function space which is the dual of a testing function space consisting of purely
entire functions with certain growth conditions developed by Kenneth B. Howell.
An inversion formula and characterizations for this transform are obtained. A
comparative study with the existing literature is also undertaken. Q 1998 Academic
Press
The conventional Weierstrass transform of a suitably restricted function
 .f t on the real axis R is defined as
1 2y zyt . r4f t e dt , .H’4p R
 w x.where z is a complex variable see, for example, 3 . This transform arises
naturally in problems involving the heat equation for one dimensional
flow.
w xZemanian 12 defined and investigated the Weierstrass transform of a
certain class of generalized functions which are duals of the so-called
 .testing function spaces W and W a , b . The inversion formulas werea, b
also obtained. The intrinsic connection between the Weierstrass and the
w xLaplace transforms is also brought out in Theorem 7.2.1 12, p. 208 ,
w x w xTheorem 7.2.2 12, p. 209 , and Theorem 7.3.1 12, p. 211 . Further,
 .necessary and sufficient conditions for a function F z to be the Weier-
 wstrass transform of a generalized function are also obtained see 12,
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x.Theorem 7.3.5, p. 213 . On the other hand the Weierstrass transform of
bounded functions, L p-functions, and certain other functions with pre-
scribed growth conditions are all characterized by Hirshman and Widder
w x3 . For other types of Weierstrass transforms on single or multidimen-
w xsional spaces we refer to 2 .
We first observe that the class S X of tempered distributions is con-
X .tained in W y2b , y2a . Therefore the Weierstrass transform theory
can be made applicable to S X. The theory of Laplace transform can be
X X .easily applied to S and in fact it is generalized to the space L a , b
 . w xwhen a - b defined by Zemanian 12 . However, there is only an
X . X .isomorphism between W y2b , y2a and L a , b . In this sense the
Weierstrass transform is not directly applicable to the generalized function
X .space L a , b when a - b. Also no such theory is available for
X . X .W y2b , y2a and L a , b when a ) b.
In this paper we start with the testing function space G and the
generalized function space GX, the dual of G, introduced and developed in
w xa sequence of papers by Kenneth B. Howell 4]8 . For suitable real
X .numbers a and b we shall show that L a , b can be identified as a
sub-space of GX. We introduce the Weierstrass transform on GX, obtain an
inversion formula, and also characterize the Weierstrass transform of
elements from both G and GX.
In contrast to the generalized function spaces which are duals of testing
function spaces consisting of smooth complex valued functions of a single
real variable, the space GX is the dual of the testing function space G
which consists of entire functions with certain growth conditions. One may
X observe that the Fourier transform theory is applicable to all of G see
w x.  .  .4]8 , and the convolution transform theory with kernel 1r2 sech zr2
X  X X . X  w x.is also applicable to a certain sub-space E S ; E of G see 10 .d d
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we shall state the concepts and results which will be
w xneeded in the sequel. For details and proofs we refer to 4]8 .
 .DEFINITION 1.1. The space G consists of all entire functions f z of
one complex variable z such that for every a ) 0
5 5 a <Re z < < <f s sup e f z - `, .a
zgBa
 < < 4where B s x q iy s z g C : y F a .a
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c  .DEFINITION 1.2. The space G consists of all entire functions f z of
one complex variable z such that for every a ) 0 there is a corresponding
g G 0 such that
yg <Re z < < <sup e f z - `. .
zgBa
5 5 4G can be given a Frechet topology with the multi-norm f , i.e.,Â a a G 0
5 5f ª f in G m f y f ª 0 as n ª ` ; a ) 0.an n
For each f g G its Fourier transform is defined as
1
yi t zÃF f z s f z s f t e dt. .  .  .  .H’2p R
THEOREM 1.3. The Fourier transform F is a continuous, linear, one-to-one
mapping of G onto G with a continuous in¨erse. Moreo¨er, for e¨ery a ) 0,
b ) 0, and f g G,
’1 2
5 5 5 5F f F f . . a aqb /’b p
THEOREM 1.4. For each c g G, the mapping f ª f )c is a continuous
linear mapping from G into G where
1
f )c z s f t c z y t dt .  .  .  .H’2p R
’5 5  .5 5 5 5with f )c F 2rb 2p f c for any a ) 0, b ) 0. Moreo¨er,a a aqb
the con¨olution product on G is commutati¨ e and associati¨ e and for any f,
c g G, m g N we ha¨e
 .  .m. m. m.i f )c s f )c s f )c
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .ii F f )c s F f F c and F fc s F f ) F c .
Let us denote the space of continuous linear functionals on G by GX. GX
U  w x.will be given the weak topology see 11, 3.14, p. 66 . This is a locally
convex vector topology on GX and compact sets of GX in this topology will
be called WeakU compact sets. Moreover f ª f in the weakU topology ofn
X  .  .G if and only if f f ª f f for every f g G.n
THEOREM 1.5. For each f g GX there are finite positi¨ e constants C and a
< : < 5 5such that f , f F C f for all f g G.a
w x XThe Fourier transform F f of an f g G is defined to be an element of
X  w x :   .:G by F f , f s f , F f for f g G.
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THEOREM 1.6. F is continuous, linear, one-to-one mapping from GX onto
GX with continuous in¨erse.
If G g GX, c g G the convolution of G with c , G)c , is the function
Ï Ï Ï . .  .  .  .  .given by G)f z s F t c where t c w s c z y w with c z sz z
 .c yz .
THEOREM 1.7. If G g GX, c g G then G)c g G c. Moreo¨er,
 .  .  .i G)f )c s G) f )c
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .ii F G) c s F G F c and F c G s F G ) F c , where
 . .  .c G f s G cf for f g G.
2. THE WEIERSTRASS TRANSFORM
X ÄDEFINITION 2.1. If f g G then the Weierstrass transform f of f is
defined to be
Ä ’ :f w s f z , k w y z , 1 s 2p f ) k w w g C , .  .  .  .  .  .1
2yz r4 t’ .  .  . where k z , t s k z s 1r 4p t e for t ) 0, z g C One cant
 .easily verify that k w y z, 1 , as a function of z, belongs to G for every
.w g C .
The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.7;
X Ä cPROPOSITION 2.2. If f g G then its Weierstrass transform f belongs to G .
We shall now obtain the inversion formula for the Weierstrass trans-
form of elements in G c and using this, we shall also deduce the inversion
formula for the Weierstrass transform of elements in GX. Though the
classical proof does not seem to be adaptable to this case, we would like to
remark that the proof essentially makes use of the continuity of the
Fourier transform and its inverse from G onto G.
THEOREM 2.3 Inversion for the Weierstrass transform of elements in
c Ä c.  .G . If f is the Weierstrass transform of f g G then for z g C, f z s
Ä .  .lim H k j q iz, t f ij dj .t ª 1y R
Proof. Since f g G c there are positive constants, M and a , such that
<  . < a < j <f j F Me for all j g R. By a straightforward calculation we obtain
Ä< < < : <f x q iy s f j , k x q iy y j , 1 .  .  .
1 2y xqi yyj . r4s e f j dj .H’4p R
F e y 2 r4 ea < x < N ,
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2ys r4 a < s <’ .where N s 1r 4p H e Me ds which is clearly finite. From this itR
Ä .  .immediately follows that H k j q iz, t f ij dj exists whenever 0 - t - 1.R
To prove the inversion formula, let
Äc z , t s k j q iz , t f ij dj . .  .  .H
R
 .  .We need to show that, as t ª 1 y , c z, t ª f z for all z g C. Writing
c in all detail,
Äc z , t s k j q iz , t f ij dj .  .  .H
R
1 2 2y jqi z . r4 t y ijys. r4s e e f s ds dj . .HH’4p t R R
It is not hard to show that, so long as 0 - t - 1, the above integrand is
an analytic function of both s and j as well as being an absolutely
integrable function on R2. This allows us to use the ``change of variables''
 .actually, a change of variables and Cauchy's theorem and the interchang-
ing of the order of integration employed in the next set of computations:
1 2 2y jqi z . r4 t y ijys. r4c z , t s e e f s ds dj .  .HH’4p t R R
1 2 2yw r4 t y iwy¨ . r4s e e f ¨ q z d¨ dw. .HH’4p t R R
This last integral is equal to
1 1 1 y t2y¨ r4 2 i¨sf ¨ q z e exp y s e ds d¨ . .H H  / /’ ’ t2p t 2pR R
Noting that the inner integral on the last line is the inverse Fourier
transform of a Gaussian, we easily obtain
1 12y¨ r4c z , t s f ¨ q z e h ¨ d¨ s G)h 0 , .  .  .  . .H g g’ ’2p t tR
where
12 2y¨ r4 yg ¨ . r4G ¨ s f ¨ q z e , h ¨ s g e , and .  .  .g ’2
t
g s .(1 y t
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wBy straightforward analysis or simply appealing to, say, 8, Lemma 2.3,
xp. 570 , we immediately obtain
2y0 r4lim c z , t s f 0 q z e s f z . .  .  .
tª1y
The following Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.5 can be seen to be particular
2yz r4’w x  .  .cases of Lemma 2.3 in 8, p. 570 taking h z s 1r 2 e and
’ .g s 1r t .
 .  .LEMMA 2.4. If k z s k z , t and if f g G thent
q’2p f ) k ª f in G as t ª 0 . .t
X X q’  .COROLLARY 2.5. If f g G then 2p f ) k ª f in G as t ª 0 .t
X Ä .THEOREM 2.6 Inversion Theorem . If f g G and if f is the Weierstrass
transform of f then
Ä’ :f , f s 2p lim lim k y q ix , t f ) k iy dy , f x . .  .  . .H r ;
rª0 tª1y R
Proof. We observe that using properties of convolution
Ä Ä’ ’f ) k s 2p f ) k ) k s 2p f ) k ) k s f ) k . .  . .r 1 r r 1 r
Ä c .Now f ) k being the Weierstrass transform of f ) k belongs to Gr r
by Theorem 1.7. Applying Theorem 2.3 we get
Äf ) k x s lim k y q ix , t f ) k iy dy .  .  .  .  .Hr r
tª1y R
Äs lim k y q ix , t f ) k iy dy. .  . .H r
tª1y R
Thus
’ :  :f , f s 2p lim f ) k , f by Corollary 2.5 .  .r
rª0
Ä’s 2p lim lim k y q ix , t f ) k iy dy , f x . .  .  . .H r ;
rª0 tª1y R
COROLLARY 2.7. If f , g g GX and if their respecti¨ e Weierstrass transforms
Ä Xf and g are equal pointwise, then f s g in the sense of equality in G .Ä
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Proof. For f g G by Theorem 2.6
Ä’ :f , f s 2p lim lim k y q ix , t f ) k iy dy , f x .  .  . .H r ;
rª0 tª1y R
’s 2p lim lim k y q ix , t g ) k iy dy , f x .  .  . .ÄH r ;
rª0 tª1y R
 :s g , f .
3. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE WEIERSTRASS TRANSFORM
In this section we shall characterize the Weierstrass transform of ele-
ments of G and GX. The characterization for Weierstrass transforms of
elements of G is done in the canonical way. However, in the case of GX
the proof of the theorem illustrates the effective use of the Fourier
X  w xtransform theory on G developed in 4]8 and other new concepts and
X  w x.results regarding G developed in 9 .
THEOREM 3.1 Characterization of the Weierstrass transform for ele-
.ments of G . The conditions
 .  . <  . < ¨ 2 r4I F w is entire and F u q i¨ F M e
 . 5 yt D 2 5  .II e F F M 0 - t - 1, a ) 0 ,a a
w xwhere, using the notation of 3, p. 177 ,
eyt D
2
F w s k j q iw , t F ij dj , .  .  .H
R
Ä .  .are necessary and sufficient conditions that F w s f w for some f g G.
Ä .  .  .  .Proof. Let us first prove that I and II are necessary. If F w s f w
 .for some f g G, then it is easily checked that F satisfies I with
<  . <w s u q i¨ and f j F M. As a simple application of Morera's theorem
yt D 2  .one can show that e F w is entire. Moreover by Fubini's theorem and
a series of straightforward calculations,
eyt D
2
F u s k j q iu, t F ij dj s k u y h , 1 y t f h dh . .  .  .  .  .H H
R R
wIn obtaining the last equality we have used Theorem 2.4 in 3, Chap.
xVIII, p. 177 . Therefore
eyt D
2
F u s k u y h , 1 y t f h dh .  .  .H
R
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for real u. Furthermore since both sides are entire the last integral is in
.fact a convolution of two elements of G and thus is an element of G
2yt D ’ .  . .e F w s 2p f ) k w for all w g C by the principle of analytic1y t ’  . .continuation. By Lemma 2.4, 2p f ) k w converges in G to f as1y t
t ª 1 y. Thus for each a ) 0 and « ) 0 there exists c - 1 such that
5 yt D
2
5  .e F y f - « ; t ) c . Thusa
5 yt D
2
5 5 5e F F « q f ; t ) c. 1 .a a
For t F c we observe that as 1 y t - 1
a < u <e2 2a < u < ytD wyj . r41yt .e e F w F e f j dj .  .H’4p 1 y t R .
ea < u < 2uyj . r4 < <F M e f j dj .H’4p 1 y c R .
ea < u <
ya < uyj < yb < j <F M C e C e djH 1 2’4p 1 y c R .
 5 yz 2 r4 5 5 5 .for some b ) a and where C s e and C s fa b1 2
ea < u <




5e F F N ; t F c. 2 .a a
 .  .  .From 1 and 2 we obtain II .
 .  .  .  .Conversely suppose that I and II hold. By condition I , condition II
  . < yt D 2  . <observe that condition II in particular implies that e F j is uni-
. wformly bounded for j g R and 0 - t - 1 , Theorem 3.4 of 3, Chap. VIII,
x w xp. 182 and Lemma 6.2 of 3, Chap. VIII, p. 180 , we have
u s , t q d s k s y j , t u j , d dj 3 .  .  .  .H
R
y1 yt .D 2  .for 0 - d - 1, 0 - t - 1 y d , and y` - x - ` where e F z is
 .denoted by u z , t .
  .4The family u j , d is uniformly bounded on every compact subset ofd
  ..C in fact on every strip around the real axis by II and thus is normal
  .4with respect to C and as such there exists a subsequence u j , dn
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 .converging uniformly on compact subsets to a holomorphic function f z
 w x.see 1, Definition 2, Sect. 5.1, p. 220, and Theorem 15, Sect. 5.4, p. 224 .
  ..This f is entire and as a simple application of II can be easily verified
to be in G.
 .Allowing d ª 0 in 3 we get by the Lebesgue dominated convergence
 .  .  .theorem u s , t s H k s y j , t f j dj .R
The last integral can be verified to be a continuous function of t, and
 . letting t ª 1 y in the last equality, we see that u s , 1 y s H k s yR
.  . wj , 1 f j dj and as in the second part of Theorem 6.3 of 3, Chap. VIII,
x  .  . p. 187 , u s , 1 y s F s and by principle of analytic continuation u w,
Ä.  .  .  .1 y s F w or F w s f w for all w g C.
To characterize the Weierstrass transform of elements of GX, we shall
 .need some concepts and lemmas from Definition 3.2 to Lemma 3.4 due
w xto Karunakaran and Kalpakam 9 .
DEFINITION 3.2. The class D, by definition, consists of all sequences
 4d from G such thatn
’d x dx s 2p D1 .  .H n
R
< <d x dx F M D2 .  .H n
R
a < x < < <lim e y 1 d x dx s 0, ; a ) 0 and ; « ) 0 D3 .  .  .H n
nª` < <x G«
Ã Ã 4  4and the class D consists of all d where d g D.n n
 4LEMMA 3.3. Let d g D. For each fixed a ) 0 and « ) 0 the conditionn
a < x < < <lim e y 1 d x dx s 0. 4 .  .  .H n
nª` < <x G«
is equi¨ alent to
a < x < < <lim e y 1 d x dx s 0. 5 .  .  .H n
nª` R
 .  .Proof. It suffices to prove that 4 implies 5 for each fixed a ) 0 and
< <  a < x < .  ah .« ) 0. For x - h, e y 1 is less than e y 1 which tends to zero as
 a < x < .  .h ª 0. Hence choose h such that e y 1 F «r2 M with M as in D2 .
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Hence
a < x < < < a < x < < <e y 1 d x dx s e y 1 d x dx .  .  .  .H Hn n
< <R x -h
a < x < < <q e y 1 d x dx. .  .H n
< <x Gh
The first integral in the right hand side of the above equality is less than
«r2 by the choice of h and the second integral tends to zero as n tends to
` by hypothesis.
X Ã 4LEMMA 3.4. For f g G and s g D, s f ª f as n ª ` ``strongly'' inn n
GX in the sense that for some b ) 0,
< : < 5 5s f y f , f F C f , . bn n
where C ª 0 as n ª `. Note that this in particular implies s f tends to f inn n
U .the weak sense also.
Proof. Now since f g GX, by Theorem 1.5 there are positive constants c
and a such that for all f g G,
< < 5 5f f F c f . 6 .  .a
So
< < < <s f y f f s f s f y f .  .  .n n
5 5F c s f y f . 7 .an
 .Denoting the constant function 1 z s 1 by 1 we have
5 5 a <Re z < < <s f y f s sup e s f y f z .  .an n
zgBa
a <Re z < < < < <s sup e f z s y 1 z .  .  .n
zgBa
a <Re z < yb <Re z < 5 5 < <F sup e e f s y 1 z , .  .b n
zgBa
 .where b is chosen such that b ) a . Hence from 7 we have
< < 5 5 ayb . <Re z < < <s f y f f F c f sup e s y 1 z .  .  .  .bn n
zgBa
5 5F c c f , 8 .bn
ayb . <Re z < < . . <where c s sup e s y 1 z .n n
zgBa
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We shall now prove that c ª 0 as n ª `. Using the properties ofn
Ã Ã  4 .elements of D we get if d s s as s g Dn n n
ayb . <Re z < Ãc s sup e d y 1 z . .n n
zgBa
1
ayb . <Re z < yi t z< < < <F sup e d t e y 1 dt. 9 .  .H n’2p RzgBa
Let R be such that for a given « ) 0,
«
ayb .Re - , 10 .
3M
 .where M satisfies D2 . Let A and B be the subsets of B consisting of alla
< < < <z such that Re z F R and Re z ) R, respectively. Then in the compact
set A, e z is uniformly continuous. Hence given «r2 M there exists h ) 0,
such that
«
yi t z< < < <e y 1 - whenever t - h . 11 .
2 M
Now since B is the disjoint union of A and B, it suffices to show thata
the supremum over both A and B tends to 0 as n ª `. Put
1
yi t z< < < <I s d t e y 1 dt .H1 n’ < <2p t -h
1
yi t z< < < <I s d t e y 1 dt. .H2 n’ < <2p t Gh
 .  .In view of 11 and D2
«
I - . 12 .1 2
< <For z g A and t G h, it can easily be verified that
< yi t z < a < t < r < t <e y 1 F e q 1 F K e y 1 , .  .
 yrh .where K s 2r 1 y e and r ) a .
 .Thus by D3 , for large n,
«
I - . 13 .2 2
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 .  .By 12 and 13 and the fact that a - b we have
1
ayb . <Re z < yi t z< < < <sup e d t e y 1 dt - « . 14 .  .H n’2p RzgA
Take z g B. Then for sufficiently large n
1
ayb . <Re z < yi t z< < < <e d t e y 1 dt .H n’2p R
1
ayb .R yi t z< < < <F e d t e y 1 dt .H n’2p R
1
ayb .R a < t << <F e d t e q 1 dt .  .H n’2p R
«
F M q 2 M s « . 15 .  .
3M
 .The last inequality is obtained using Lemma 3.3 and D2 and by writing
a < t < a < t <  .  .  .e q 1 as e y 1 q 2. From 9 , 14 , and 15 we get for large n,
ayb . <Re z < < <c s sup e s y 1 z - 2« . .  .n n
zgBa
 . < . . <This proves that c ª 0 as n ª `. Hence we have from 8 , s f y f fn n
5 5F c c f where c ª 0 as n ª `.bn n
X  4COROLLARY 3.5. For f g G , and d g D, f )d ª f as n ª `n n
``strongly'' in GX in the sense that for some r ) 0,
< : < 5 5f )d y f , f F D f , . rn n
where D ª 0 as n ª `.n
Proof. Let f g GX and f g G. Then we have
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã< : < 5 5 5 5f )d y f , f s d f y f , f F C f F D f . .  ; b r /n n n n
The equality holds by virtue of the definition of the Fourier transform
X  .on G and by Theorem 1.7 ii . The first inequality holds by Lemma 3.4
Ã Ã Ã X 4since d g D and f g G . The last inequality holds by Theorem 1.3 forn
some r ) 0 where D is a constant multiple of C . Thus for all f g Gn n
< : < 5 5f )d y f , f F D f , where D ª 0 as n ª `. . rn n n
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We shall state the following three lemmas without proofs. The proofs of
wTheorem 5.3, Lemma 6.2, and Theorem 3.2 of 3, Chap. VIII, pp. 184, 185,
x182 can be easily adapted to prove Lemma 3.6, Lemma 3.7, and Lemma
3.8, respectively, once we note that the crucial integrability conditions
involved therein remain valid in our case also when F is assumed to have
the following property:
< < a < u <qa r2. <¨ <q¨
2 r4F w is entire and F u q i¨ F M e . P .  .  .
 .In the next three lemmas we assume that F satisfies P
LEMMA 3.6. If
u z , t s ey1 yt .D 2F z and .  .
¨ s , t q d s k s y j , t u j , d dj .  .  .H
R
then
 .  .  .  . 2.i u s , t q d and ¨ s , t q d , as functions of s , t , are in C
and u s u and ¨ s ¨ in 0 - t F c - 1 for e¨ery c - 1.ss t ss t
 .   .  ..ii lim u s , t q d y ¨ s , t q d s 0 for all s g R.0
sªs0
tª0q
 .  . <  . <  . < iii If h s s max u s , t q d and h s s max ¨ s ,1 0 - t F c 2 0 - t F c
. <  .  as 2 .  .  bs 2 . < <t q d then h s s O e and h s s O e as s ª ` for some a1 2
and b.
LEMMA 3.7. For 0 - d - c, 0 - t - c y d , c - 1, and y` - s - `,
u s , t q d s k s y j , t u j , d dj . .  .  .H
R
 .  .  .  .  .LEMMA 3.8. u s , t s H k h, t F s q ih dh and u w, 1 y s F wR
for all w g C.
THEOREM 3.9 Characterization of the Weierstrass transform for ele-
X.ments of G . The conditions
 .  .I F has property P
 . < yt D 2 : < 5 5  .II e F, f F M f 0 - t - 1, f g Ga
w xfor some a ) 0, where, using the notation of 3, p. 179 ,
eyt D
2
F w s k j q iw , t F ij dj .  .  .H
R
Ä X .  .are necessary and sufficient conditions that F w s f w for some f g G .
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 .  .Proof. We first prove that conditions I and II are necessary. If
Ä X .  .F w s f w for some f g G , then we have with w s u q i¨ ,
< < < : <F u q i¨ s f z , k w y z , 1 .  .  .
2yw r4e 2 z y2 w z .r4 :s f z , e .’4p
2 2 2u y¨ .r4  z y2 w z .r4< < < <F M e e by Theorem 1.5 .a1
F M ea < u <qa r2. <¨ <q¨ 2 r4 by routine calculations.
X  4If f g G and f s f )d for some d g D then by Corollary 3.5, theren n n
exists b ) 0 such that
< : < < : < 5 5f y f , f s f )d y f , f F D f , .  . bn n n
where D ª 0 as n ª `. Thus, by the triangle inequality, for large n andn
some r ) 0
< : < 5 5f , f F M f f g G . 16 .  .rn
By an application of Fubini's theorem we get
f x k j q iu, t k ij y x , 1 dj dx .  .  .HH n
R R
s f x k j q iu, t k ij y x , 1 dx dj . .  .  .HH n
R R
That is,
f z , k j q iu, t k ij y z , 1 dj .  .  .Hn ;
R
 :s f z , k j q iu, t k ij y z , 1 dj . .  .  .H n
R
Allowing n ª ` we see that as a consequence of the Lebesgue's
 ..dominated convergence theorem which is seen to be valid using 16
f z , k j q iu, t k ij y z , 1 dj .  .  .H ;
R






F u s k j q iu, t F ij dj .  .  .H
R
 :s k j q iu, t f z , k ij y z , 1 dj .  .  .H
R
 :s f z , k j q iu, t k ij y z , 1 dj .  .  .H
R
 :s f z , k j q iu, t k ij y z , 1 dj .  .  .H
R
 : Xs f z , k u y z , 1 y t g G . .  .
wIn obtaining the last inequality we have used Theorem 2.4 of 3, Chap.
xVIII, p. 177 .
2yt D ’ .  . .Therefore e F w s 2p f ) k w for w g C by the principle of1y t
analytic continuation. Thus, if f g G,
2yt D Ï Ï’e F y f f s 2p f ) k y f f . .  . .  .1y t
Ï’s 2p f ) k )f 0 y f f .  .  . .1y t
Ï’s 2p f ) k )f 0 y f f .  . .  .1y t
Ï Ï’s f 2p k )f y f f .  . .1y t
Ï Ï’s f 2p k )f yf . /1y t
Ï Ï’F M 2p k )f yf . b1 1yt
’s M 2p k )f y f . b1 1yt
Ã Ã’F M 2p k )f yf . bqr2 1yt
Ã y1 yt . z 25 5 < <F M f sup e y 1bqr2
zgBbqr
Ï5 5 5 5F M f s M f say 17 .  .bqrql mt t
for some b , r, and l. In the above series of inequalities we have used the
continuity of the Fourier transform and its inverse from G onto G. We
observe that for z g B Xbqr
< y1 yt . z
2
< y1 yt . x
2
e y 1 F M e q 1 F 2 M .
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< y1 yt . z
2
<  .and so M s sup e y 1 is bounded. Hence from 17 wet z g Bbqr
obtain
2yt D’ 5 5 < < 5 52p e F f F M f q f f F M f . .  . . m at 4
Therefore for some a ) 0 and for all f g G,
< yt D
2
< 5 5e F f F M f . . a
 .which proves II .
 .  .Conversely suppose that I and II hold. Put
5 5 4V s f g G : M f - 1 anda
X < : < 4W s f g G : f , f F 1 ;f g V .
w x UThen by the Banach Alaoglu theorem 11, 3.15, p. 66 , W is weak
 yt n D 2 4  4compact. Let F s e F where t is any sequence tending to 1 y as nn
 .tends to `. Then II shows that F ; W. Let us consider two cases:
 .Case 1. There are infinitely many n say n j s 1, 2, . . . such thatj
ys j D 2  . Xe F where we denote t by s as a constant in G . In this case taken jj
this constant as f and we have a sequence eys j D
2
F converging to f in GX.
Case 2. F is an infinite set. Being an infinite subset of a compact set in
the weakU topology of GX, F has a limit point in the weakU topology of GX,
say f , by the Bolzano Weierstrass property. That is, every weakU neighbor-
hood of f contains an element of F. Fix f g G. Then a typical weakU
 .  X  . 4neighborhood of f is of the form N f s g g G : g f g U whereU
 .  w x.U is any neighborhood of the complex number f f see 11 . For j s
 <  . < 41, 2, . . . let U s w : w y f f - 1rj . Then there exists an n such thatj 1
ys1 D 2  .e F g N f where t is denoted by s and there exists an n ) nU n 1 2 11 1
ys 2 D 2  .such that e F g N f where t is denoted by s and so on. HenceU n 22 2
 4  4  4 ys j D 2  .there exists a subsequence s s t of t such that e F g N f .j n n uj j
ys j D 2  .  .Hence as j ª `, e F f ª f f .
Hence in both cases we are able to find an f g GX such that correspond-
 4 ys j D 2  .ing to each f g G there exists a sequence s ª 1 y with e F f ªj
 .  4f f as j ª `. Note that for different f the sequence s is in generalj
different.
Ä XLet us now show that F s f for this f g G . Fix t in the open line
 .  .  .segment 0, 1 and s g R. Put f z s k s y z, t . Now there exists a
 4 ys j D 2  .  .special sequence s such that s ª 1 y and e F f ª f f as j ª `.j j
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Using our standard notation used in Lemma 3.6 and putting s s 1 y dj j
 .so that d tends to 0 q as j tends to ` we get from Lemma 3.7,j
 :u s , t q d s u z , d , k s y z , t . 18 .  . .  .j j
 .Allowing j ª ` in 18 we obtain
 :u s , t s f z , k s y z , t . 19 .  .  .  .
 .  .Let us now observe that 19 is valid for all t in 0, 1 despite the fact
 .  4that for different t 's in 0, 1 the associated sequences d are alsoj
corresponding different.
 .  .It is easy to check that for each s g R, k s y z, t tends to k s y z, 1
in G as t ª 1 y it is easier to check that the Fourier transform of
 .  .k s y z, t tends to that of k s y z, 1 in G which will imply the required
.result by the continuity of inverse of the Fourier transform . Hence
 .allowing t ª 1 y in 19 and using Lemma 3.8 we get
Ä :F w s f z , k w y z , 1 s f w . .  .  .  .
X  .  .We remark that if for some g g G F w s g w then by Corollary 2.7,Ä
f s g in GX proving the uniqueness of f as an element of GX, in Theo-
rem 3.9.
4. A COMPARATIVE STUDY
 .In this section we prove the denseness of G in L a , b for a ) 0 and
X . Xb - 0 thereby proving that L a , b is a sub-space of G . Thus the
X .Weierstrass transform theory will be directly applicable to L a , b in
contrast with the classical situation. In the following we shall freely make
w xuse of the notations and results from Zemanian 12 .
 .THEOREM 4.1. G is dense in L a , b for a ) 0 and b - 0.
 .Proof. By definition L a , b s D L where a ) a ) 0 and b -a, b
b - 0. It is easily verified that G ; L for all a ) a ) 0 and b - b - 0a, b
 .and that L a , b ; S , the space of rapidly decreasing functions. We shall
  .4use the sequence q f ) v provided to us by Kenneth B. Howell in al n
 . yl 2 z 2  . yn 2 z 2 r2private communication where q z s e , v z s ne for n g Nl n
 . yz 2  . yz 2 r2and l ) 0 with q z s e and v z s e . Let us first show that if
 .  .c g L a , b , then q c ª c in L a , b as l ª 0. Let c g L for somel c, d
c and d such that a - a - c and d - b - b. Then c g L and we provea, b
that q c ª c in L as l ª 0. Let us show that, for simplicity, for thel a, b
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 .semi-norm g , g q c y c ª 0 as l ª 0. The cases for other semi-norms1 1 l
g , k s 2, 3 . . . , follow similarly. By definitionk
d
g q c y c s sup x t q t y 1 c t .  .  .  . .1 l a , b ldttgR
X Xs sup x t c t q t y q 0 q c t q lt l .  .  .  .  .  .a , b l
tgR
X Xs l sup x t c t tq t .  .  .a , b 0
tgR
Xq l sup x t c t q lt .  .  .a , b
tgR
for some t between 0 and lt by mean value theorem. Let us observe that0
 . < X . < Xq z g G and hence q x F C for every x g R and tc g L anda, b
 .hence l q c y c F Ml which tends to zero as l ª 0. hence, q c ª c1 l l
 .in L a , b .
 .  .Next we show that v )f ª f in L a , b for f g L a , b . Letn
 .f g L . Then g v )f y f is given byc, d k n
 .k k .sup x t v )f t y f t .  .  .  .c , d n
tgR
 .k k .s sup x t v ) f t y f t .  .  .  . /c , d n
tgR
n 2 2 .k k . yn  tyj . r2s sup x t f j y f t e dj .  .  .  .H c , d’2p RtgR
n 2 2yn  tyj . r2using the fact that e dj s 1H /’2p R
n 2 2 .kq1 yn  tyj . r2< <F sup x t t y j f t e dj .  .  .H c , d 0’2p RtgR
for some t in the open line segment joining t and j .0
n 2 2y1 yn  tyj . r2< <F g f sup x t x t t y j e dj . .  .  .Hkq1 c , d c , d 0’2p RtgR
Now we claim that for t in the open line segment joining t and j where0
t,j g R,
K t , t s x t xy1 t F e B < tyj < . .  .  .0 c , d c , d 0
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In fact keeping in mind that t lies in the open line segment joining t0
and j , and that c ) 0 ) d
t G 0 and t G 0 « K t , t s ectyct0 F e < c < < tyj < .0 0
t F 0 and t F 0 « K t , t s e dtydt0 F e < d < < tyj < .0 0
t G 0 and t F 0 « K t , t s ectydt0 F ect F ectycj F e < c < < tyj < .0 0
t F 0 and t G 0 « K t , t s e dtyct0 F eyd X tqdX j F e < d < < tyj < . .0 0
In the third combination we have assumed that j F 0 since j ) 0 and
t G 0 together will imply that t G 0 which reduces to the first combina-0
tion. Similarly in the fourth combination we have assumed that j ) 0.
 . B < tyj <Thus in all combinations we see that K t, t F e where B s0
 < < < <4max c , d . Therefore,
n 2 2B < tyj < yn  tyj . r2< <g v )f y f F g f sup t y j e e dj .  . Hk n kq1’2p RtgR
2n 1 2B <h < yh r2< <s g f sup h e e dh . Hkq1  /’ n2p RtgR
M
F ª 0 as n ª `.
n
In the above calculations the equality is obtained by a change of
variable. Hence f g L « f ) v ª f in L « f ) v ª f in Lc, d n c, d n a, b
 .  .and f ) v g L « q f ) v ª f ) v in L . Hence q f ) v ª fn c, d l n n a, b l n
 .in L as l ª 0 and n ª `. One can easily verify that f g L a , ba, b
 .  .implies q f ) v g G ; l, n and we have shown that q f ) v ª f inl n l n
 .L a , b . This proves the theorem.
w xNow Theorem 1.9.1 of 12, p. 24 implies the following corollary:
X . XCOROLLARY 4.2. L a , b is a sub-space of G .
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